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Age-related Changes in Bilateral Upper Extremity Coordination
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Abstract Although evidence exists that changes in sensori-
motor function occur with aging, changes in the bilateral co-
ordination of the upper extremities are less understood. Here,
we review the behavioral and neural evidence of declines in
bilateral coordination as well as the implications these deficits
have on function and physical rehabilitation.We begin with an
introduction to the two major forms of bilateral coordination,
symmetric and non-symmetric, and their sub-groupings. After
discussing the motor performance changes with age in sym-
metric tasks, we address age-related changes in motor lateral-
ization that may affect the bilateral coordination of non-
symmetric coordination. This is followed by a discussion of
the contributions of cognitive, sensory, and cortical changes
with age that influence and underlie bilateral motor per-
formance. Finally, age-related changes in motor learning
of bilateral movements are also considered. In general,
most age-related changes are found in complex symmet-
ric movements but, surprisingly, there is a dearth of
information about changes in the more challenging and

ubiquitous non-symmetric bilateral movements. Future
investigations should focus on broadening the under-
standing of age-related changes in complex, functionally
relevant bilateral movements, such that the real-world
implications of these changes may be derived.
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Introduction

Aswe age, it is easy to see the physical effects on our ability to
walk, run, and our effort to reduce the possibility of falling;
but it is more difficult to notice the changes in upper extremity
function and the impact on everyday life. Upper extremity
motor function has been identified as an important predictor
of both disability and mortality [1, 2]. Since everyday activi-
ties rely primarily on bimanual movements in both young and
older adults [3••, 4], an understanding of the age-related im-
pairments in bilateral arm coordination leading to functional
limitations in the activities of daily living [5–7] is essential.
Age-related deficits in bilateral coordination not only repre-
sent a significant functional problem for older individuals [4],
but also correlate with dementia and early-stage Alzheimer’s
disease [8–10]. Specifically, declines in bilateral hand motor
function were found to be indicative of cognitive impairments
and therefore assessment of bilateral hand function may con-
tribute to the differentiation and early diagnosis of dementia
subtypes [9]. For this review, we focus on age-related changes
in the control of bilateral task performance. We begin with a
description of the different forms of bilateral coordination,
followed by a review of age-related changes within each form.
Next, we discuss changes in key contributors to bilateral con-
trol, including cognition, sensation, and cortical structure and
function. Finally, we will consider the age-related changes in
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motor learning of bilateral tasks and the implications
these changes have for rehabilitation. We acknowledge
that declines in motor performance with age result from
the degeneration of multiple interacting central and pe-
ripheral systems. [11–13] However, peripheral changes,
such as loss of muscle strength, are not directly covered
in this review since loss of muscle mass in both arms
does not necessarily affect bilateral coordination.

Forms of Bilateral Coordination

There are different ways of categorizing bilateral tasks. Here,
we define five different forms (Fig. 1), which can be broadly
divided into symmetric and non-symmetric coordination pat-
terns [14, 15]. Symmetric coordination patterns require that
each hand performs the same activity and is made up of in-
phase, antiphase, or complex phasing movements. In-phase
movements require simultaneous mirror-image spatial and
temporal movement of each arm, such as opening a drawer
or carrying a tray. Antiphase movements require temporal
alternation of spatially symmetric movements of each arm,
such as walking or using a steering wheel when driving.
Complex phasing includes spatially similar movements with
irregular timing (such as 2:1 movement repetition or out-of-
phase rhythm), unequal amplitudes, or unequal forces.
Functionally, these patterns are found mostly in music, such
as playing the drums or piano. Non-symmetric coordination
patterns, on the other hand, have different spatial, timing, and
force requirements of each arm. These movements may reflect
independent goals for each arm, such as holding and steadying
a cup while opening a door, or complementary goals of each
arm, such as cutting meat using a knife and fork in each hand.

During complementary movements, task functions of each
hand typically involve the dominant hand acting as the ma-
nipulator and the non-dominant hand acting as the supporter
or stabilizer [14]. However, the majority of bilateral coordina-
tion investigations focus on symmetric tasks [16–18].

Motor Performance Deficits of Symmetric Tasks

In general, performance accuracy in maintaining stable coor-
dination between the arms is more affected in older compared
to young adults, particularly as the complexity of coordination
demands increase. Symmetric bilateral task demands are typ-
ically broken down to include movement frequency (speed),
phase, force, and amplitude (distance). Phase refers to the
relative timing of one armwith respect to the other armwhere-
by in-phase is simultaneous, antiphase is alternating, and com-
plex phasing is irregular. Stability is an indicator of accuracy
and refers to the ability to accurately maintain spatial and
phase requirements as movement speed increases.
Phase demands also interact with movement speed in
that phase transitions between unstable and stable coor-
dination states are modulated by movement frequency
[19]. For example, as movement speed increases,
antiphase movements switch to in-phase movements
and this transition occurs at lower movement speeds as
the complexity of the phasing between the hands in-
creases. Although the investigation of symmetric move-
ments within the context of these task demands may not
appear functionally relevant, they represent important
components of bilateral coordination.

With respect to movement frequency, declines in the ability
to maintain a target pace have been identified beyond a simple

Fig. 1 Forms of bilateral coordination
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slowing in movement execution with age. In a comparison
between unilateral and bilateral in-phase and complex phasing
reaches to near and far targets, older adults demonstrated sig-
nificantly increased movement time for all tasks and greater
asynchrony while initiating the bilateral tasks compared to
young adults [20]. This age-related difference becomes more
apparent during antiphase tasks as speed increases. In a com-
parison of in-phase and antiphase tasks (shoulder abduction/
external rotation, adduction/internal rotation) performed at
varying movement speeds, older adults performed similarly
to young adults during in-phase coordination at all speeds
and antiphase coordination at slow speeds [21]. However,
during faster movement speeds, only older adults failed to
maintain the stable antiphase movement pattern [21]. The ef-
fects on antiphase and complex phasing coordination have
also been illustrated through the influence of force output
demands. In addition to a reduction of handgrip maximum
voluntary contraction (MVC), older adults take significantly
longer to alternate grip forces between the two hands at mul-
tiple equal and unequal percentages of their MVC [22]. The
above evidence illustrates an age-associated reduction in the
stability of phasing accuracy with increased task demands,
such as faster movement speeds and increased force demands.

The ability to maintain phase stability during sym-
metrical movements reveals further bilateral coordina-
tion deficits with age. Summers and colleagues [23]
compared the performance of young and older adults
during continuous and intermittent bimanual circle
drawing. Using their index fingers, participants continu-
ously traced the circumference of circle templates for
the continuous task and paused after the completion of
each circle for the more complex intermittent task. Both
tasks were performed during in-phase (left hand
clockwise, right hand anti-clockwise) and antiphase
(both hands anti-clockwise) coordination modes at both
preferred and fast (50 % greater than preferred) move-
ment frequencies. For continuous circle drawing, older
adults demonstrated performance similar to young adults
for both coordination modes and movement frequencies.
For intermittent circle drawing, older adults performed
similarly to young adults during the in-phase coordination
mode, but demonstrated greater temporal and spatial error
during the antiphase mode, regardless of frequency [23].
Temprado and colleagues [24] investigated the effects of ag-
ing on phase transition stability for in-phase and antiphase
coordination patterns (forearm pronation) by manipulating
movement frequency. Overall, as movement frequency in-
creased, the number of phase transitions and movement
variability away from the target frequency increased and
the time-to-transition between phases decreased.
Compared to young adults, older adults demonstrated
phase transitions from antiphase to in-phase at lower fre-
quency thresholds, more transitions with less time-to-

transition at all frequency levels, and greater movement
variability at the highest frequency [24]. In general, great-
er age-related changes in phasing accuracy are observed
during greater temporal demands.

Motor Performance Deficits of Non-Symmetric Tasks

Non-symmetric coordination tasks are more complex
and require the largest processing demands compared
to symmetrical coordination modes. During these move-
ments, interference between the arms occurs when each
arm produces movements with different amplitudes, di-
rections, frequencies, or forces, requiring higher levels
of motor skill and flexibility [25, 26]. Despite their
functional relevance, there are no direct investigations
of age-related changes to non-symmetric coordination
patterns. Nevertheless, changes to motor lateralization
might provide some insight into possible deficits in
complementary non-symmetric bilateral tasks.

Fundamental investigations of motor control have fo-
cused on lateralized function for over a century [27–30].
Earlier studies suggested that the preferred hand moves
faster, is more accurate at faster speeds, and more con-
sistent in force production [27, 31–33]. More recently,
the view of a dominant left hemisphere specialization of
motor function has shifted to the idea that the left and
right hemispheres are specialized for different aspects of
motor control [34, 35••]. More specifically, this
dynamic-dominance hypothesis posits that (1) the left
hemisphere is specialized for predictive mechanisms,
specifying efficient and smooth trajectories under stable
environmental conditions, and (b) the right hemisphere
is specialized for impedance control that is robust to
unstable environmental conditions. These hemisphere
specializations are believed to provide the basis for be-
havioral observations of complementary roles during bi-
manual coordination of the right (dominant) arm for
reaching and manipulating and the left (non-dominant)
arm for stabilizing [36, 37]. Hand dominance has been
shown to influence bilateral coordination in young
adults, such that individuals with a reduced lateral pref-
erence demonstrate a bilateral performance advantage
[38] and that arm specializations interfere with the per-
formance of symmetrical tasks [39].

Current evidence both supports and challenges the
idea that motor lateralization changes with age. Many
studies demonstrate age-related reductions in motor lat-
eralization, including attenuation of hand dominance
with a shift towards ambidexterity [40], reduced
laterality during imagined (mental) actions [41], and re-
duced asymmetry during multidirectional reaching
movements [42]. In contrast, others have failed to iden-
tify age-related changes in hand laterality when tasks
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were broken down into movement stages of preparation
and execution [43]. A simple unimanual pointing task
using a pre-cueing paradigm [44] illustrated a right
(dominant) hand advantage for execution speed and left
(non-dominant) hand advantage for preparation speed
across young, middle age, and older individuals, sug-
gesting that motor lateralization may be preserved with
aging [43]. The transfer effect of sensorimotor skills
from the trained arm to the untrained arm (i.e., interlimb
transfer), which is commonly found in young adults,
also demonstrates conflicting results. While one study
identified an age-related reduction in interlimb transfer
of visuomotor adaptation during unimanual reaching
[45], another illustrated a preservation of interlimb
transfer during a multidirectional drawing task [46].
Despite conflicting results of these preceding studies, it
is important to note that the evidence is based solely on
unimanual motor tasks. Therefore, it is not yet clear
whether or how age-related changes in motor lateraliza-
tion will affect bilateral coordination tasks. Further, due
to changes at the cortical level, motor lateralization may
differentially influence bilateral coordination in older
compared to young adults. For example, age-related re-
ductions in white matter (WM) volume and unilateral
motor function illustrated reduced structural evidence
of motor lateralization, possibly due to neural dediffer-
entiation [47].

Change in Cognitive Contributions

Evidence that bilateral coordination deficits are most
evident during increased task demands may reflect the
increased cognitive processing involved in such tasks.
In other words, increases in movement frequency or
phasing requirements seem to reach a threshold by
which age-related cognitive changes cannot sustain ac-
curate performance [19, 20, 23]. Bangert and colleagues
found that older adults demonstrated the greatest impair-
ment during antiphase compared to in-phase repetitive
finger tapping, and performance of this condition corre-
lated with self-reported executive dysfunction [48].
These findings align with the idea that the increased
cognitive demands of bilateral coordination [49] may
magnify age-related bilateral coordination differences
due to the known cognitive declines with aging [48].
In this respect, the link between bilateral deficits and
dementia and Alzheimer’s is not surprising [8, 9].
Declines in complex bilateral hand movements (e.g.,
Purdue Pegboard assembly test) have been shown to
reliably differentiate individuals with mild cognitive im-
pairment and individuals with Alzheimer’s disease from
those with typical age-related declines [9, 10].

Changes in Sensory Contributions

The accuracy of bilateral coordination is largely dependent on
perceptual information [15, 25]. In view of declines in periph-
eral sensory afferent and cognitive processing, age-related
deficits in sensory integration may likely contribute to bilater-
al coordination deficits.

With regard to vision, an age effect to bilateral perfor-
mance is dependent on the amount and type of available
visual information. To assess the influence of visual infor-
mation on force adaptation, performance of a complex
phasing force coordination task (varying force contribu-
tions of a sum force by each index finger) was compared
across age groups for task conditions with high and low
visual information levels [50]. Performance error and var-
iability improved with higher visual information levels for
both age groups, suggesting that increased reliance on
visual information can compensate for age-related de-
clines in bilateral performance. However, the accuracy
of force adaptation was reduced for older adults during
task conditions with low visual information and greater
force differences between the hands, illustrating a limit
to the age-related compensation. How visual attention is di-
rected also affects bilateral coordination [51]. Performance of
a bimanual tracking task under different visual conditions
(central, peripheral, full, or no vision) of either voluntary or
passive movements illustrated similar general effects of visual
and task condition of both age groups, although older adults
were either more impaired or adapted less with different visual
information. Specifically, conditions with central visual atten-
tion to the active limb impaired performance in both groups,
but more so in the older adults, while central vision to the
passive limb improved performance in both groups, but less
so in older adults. However, it should be noted that the reliance
on proprioceptive information likely changed under different
visual conditions as well, which has previously been shown to
contribute to these age differences in bilateral perception [52].

A recent study utilized both behavioral and neural
methods to investigate how visual and auditory sensory
information can improve motor performance of in-phase
and antiphase bilateral finger tapping. Performance was
more accurate and less variable during conditions with
only auditory and auditory plus visual information com-
pared to only vision or no added sensory information.
Electroencephalography measures illustrated higher at-
tentional and sensorimotor activation in older adults
and similar perceptual activations in both young and
older adults underlying the auditory stimulation advan-
tage for improving bilateral coordination [53]. These
results indicate that the auditory integration is retained
in older adults, which supports the use of auditory cues
as an adjunct to traditional and novel rehabilitation pro-
tocols aimed at improving bilateral motor training.
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Changes in Cortical Contributions

The neural activity of the motor system is comprised of task-
specific combinations of excitatory and inhibitory influences
within the motor network [54]. In general, older adults recruit
increased brain areas [55–57] and demonstrate more
pronounced interactions between brain regions to per-
form cognitive and motor tasks [58, 59••]. Similar to
the age-related behavioral changes in bilateral coordina-
tion, the most substantial neural changes have been
identified during tasks with increased spatiotemporal
differences between the arms. In young adults, inter-
hemispheric inhibitory interactions are essential for
preventing interference from the opposite hemisphere
during bilateral tasks [57, 60]. As outlined below, struc-
tural and functional changes of these interhemispheric
connections in older adults may, in some cases, provide
a compensatory mechanism to maintain bilateral control
with age.

Increased reliance on interhemispheric connections to com-
plete bilateral tasks occurs via the corpus callosum (CC) [61].
Several studies have demonstrated a relationship between age-
related structural changes of the CC and bilateral coordination
across a variety of tasks and temporal coordination demands.
One recent study [62] investigated the relationship between
age-related changes in CC structural integrity and perfor-
mance accuracy of in-phase and antiphase bilateral finger tap-
ping tasks [48]. Overall, older adults demonstrated smaller
anterior CC and reduced WM integrity compared to young
adults [62]. Surprisingly, for tasks with the largest interhemi-
spheric processing demands, larger CC size and superior WM
integrity related to worse motor performance in young adults,
while the integrity of the same areas related to better perfor-
mance within the older adults. Similarly, a follow-up study
found that better performance of bilateral force production
tasks related to better CC integrity in older adults [63]. CC
integrity, in turn, was related to interhemispheric inhibitory
(IHI) connections, which were reduced in older adults.
Further, disinhibitory IHI’s between the two primary motor
cortices (M1) assessed at both rest and during bilateral tasks
were found to predict better bilateral task performance in older
adults [63, 64••]. These results are thought to reflect the al-
tered interhemispheric interactions that are generally observed
with aging such that young adults utilize IHI [65], while older
adults utilize interhemispheric facilitation during bilateral task
performance [59••, 62].

Additional support for age-related interactions between
neural structure and bimanual function was demonstrated
by a comparison of the microstructural organization and
integrity of seven CC sub-regions with behavioral tests of
bimanual function [66]. Although performance was im-
paired for all bimanual tasks in older adults, an associa-
tion between the behavioral outcomes and neural structure

was identified. In general, greater WM integrity of the CC
occipital region related to better bimanual fine motor
skills and greater WM integrity of the premotor, primary
motor, and sensory CC regions related to better perfor-
mance on bilateral finger tapping, choice reaction, and
complex visuomotor tracking tasks. In contrast, the rela-
tionship between WM integrity and performance was re-
duced in young adults, suggesting that the relationship
between age-related changes to the CC and bilateral coor-
dination are task-specific and likely occur within the cor-
tical regions connected to these CC pathways.

Other investigations have focused on age-related
changes in brain functional connectivity as they relate
to bilateral performance. For example, performance of a
complex bimanual tracking task [67] was compared to
changes in resting state functional connectivity of the
sensorimotor network [68]. Older adults demonstrated
increased sensorimotor resting state functional connec-
tivity, in which reductions in bimanual performance
strongly related to increases in premotor functional con-
nectivity [68]. Kiyami and colleagues [69] assessed dif-
ferences in functional connectivity of the sensorimotor
network during in-phase and antiphase bilateral finger
tapping. In young adults, inter- and intra-hemispheric
task-specific connectivities are modulated by left dorsal
premotor area (PMd) during in-phase and antiphase
tasks. Older adults, in contrast, demonstrated reduced
task-specific interhemispheric connections of left PMd
during both tasks, while intrahemispheric connectivity
from left PMd to left M1 was increased during the in-
phase task [69]. Given the role of the PMd for motor
planning and monitoring, these findings also suggest
that older adults may have deficits in these processing
stages, rather than motor execution. This altered func-
tional specialization of the motor network may also pro-
vide a mechanism to explain the age-related motor lat-
eralization reductions discussed earlier.

Age-related declines in bilateral coordination are
likely modulated by a combination of these structural
and functional cortical changes. One recent study used
structural, neurophysiological, and behavioral measures
to assess interactions between structure (WM micro-
structure) and function (interhemispheric interaction)
leading to age-related declines in bilateral control
[64••]. In contrast to the functional connectivity studies
discussed above, the results of this study suggested that
PMd function was maintained with aging. Instead, older
adults demonstrated a declined ability to modulate IHI
between prefrontal areas and M1 during tasks with
more complex phasing [64••], providing further support
for the link to cognitive declines with aging [48].
Finally, older adults demonstrated an association be-
tween brain structure, neurophysiologic function, and
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bilateral performance while only neurophysiological
function related to performance in young adults.
Therefore, as the authors postulated, declines in WM
integrity may lead to the altered interhemispheric inter-
actions that are responsible for age-related bilateral co-
ordination deficits [64••].

Altogether, the above evidence is in agreement that
changes in the structure and function of interhemispher-
ic connections predominantly contribute to age-related
changes in bilateral upper extremity coordination.
However, it is unclear whether this change is due to
connections between premotor or cognitive areas, or a
combination of both. Moreover, bilateral tasks requiring
simultaneous actions of lateralized motor behaviors are
likely represented by a more complex modulation of
intra- and inter-hemispheric connectivities [70], which
have yet to be identified.

Motor Learning Implications for Rehabilitation

Given the age-related bilateral coordination deficits and evi-
dence in support of bilateral rehabilitation [71–74], it is im-
portant to examine age-related changes in bilateral motor
learning to assess whether the deficits acquired by age, injury,
or insult can be ameliorated.

Although several studies have illustrated that motor learn-
ing is intact in older adults [75], recent efforts have sought to
identify whether bilateral motor learning is maintained with
age. Two investigations used a bimanual sequence learning
task to assess motor learning differences between young and
older adults [76, 77]. One used an implicit learning approach
and illustrated no learning deficit in the older group [76],
while the other used an explicit learning approach and found
that older adults demonstrated reduced motor learning [77].
These results corroborate prior unilateral evidence that implic-
it learning is preserved with aging while explicit learning de-
clines [78]. Switch cost times (change in response time when
the sequence was switched between hands) were also exam-
ined [76, 77]. Older adults demonstrated greater switch cost
times at baseline, which were thought to be reflective of re-
duced IHI or less asymmetric cortical activation for motor
planning and execution. However, for one study, both young
and older adults demonstrated no difference in switch costs
between age groups following training [77], suggesting that it
may be possible to mitigate these deficits with training.
Further investigation regarding the neural underpinnings of
the divergent responses to different motor learning approaches
is required.

Several factors influence motor learning, such as task
structure, complexity, and difficulty [75], which have
started to be addressed in the context of bilateral tasks.
One of these variables is the so-called contextual inter-
ference effect. Blocked practice, in which a particular

movement practiced over multiple repetitions, typically
demonstrates greater initial performance changes, while
random practice, in which different movement parame-
ters or skills are practiced randomly, typically results in
better skill retention [79]. Pauwels and colleagues com-
pared the influence of age on the contextual interference
effect by having subjects learn a bimanual dial rotation
task [80]. Antiphase and complex symmetric movement
patterns of this task were used as low and high task
complexity variants. Results indicated that the effects
of blocked and random practice schedules were the
same for both age groups, as both groups demonstrated
greater skill acquisition that was retained after 1 week
with the random practice compared to the blocked prac-
tice schedule, independent of task complexity levels.

The extent to which motor learning of one task gen-
eralizes to the performance of another task provides an
example of the effect of task context on motor learning.
With respect to aging, the effects of bilateral ballistic
training (rapid abductions of the index fingers) on sub-
sequent unilateral training of the same task was assessed
by comparing changes in bilateral and unilateral perfor-
mance, corticospinal excitability, and intracortical inhibi-
tion [81]. Strong transfer of motor learning between
bilateral and unilateral tasks was evident in both young
and older adults with increased acceleration of muscle
activation during unilateral tasks following bilateral
training, though changes were greater for young adults.
While unilateral training appeared to result in greater
increases in corticospinal excitability, these increases
were not significant. Bilateral training, in contrast, re-
sulted in a bilateral release of corticospinal inhibition
only for the older adults. These results were thought
to indicate that neural adaptations differ between unilateral
and bilateral trainings and that bilateral training induces great-
er alterations to inhibitory circuits in older adults. Moreover,
the results suggest that although training-induced gains were
larger in young adults, the older adults retained similar
between-task transfer effects.

Observed differences in motor learning between young
and older adults may be biased based on the task-specific
performance measures used to compare groups. For exam-
ple, results of a study assessing differences in motor
learning of a fine motor bilateral fingertip force task
paralleled other studies discussed, with poorer absolute
performance in older adults but similar amounts of motor
learning as demonstrated by equal performance changes
[82]. However, a more specific comparison of perfor-
mance measures revealed the greatest improvement on
force amplitude for older adults and on temporal precision
for young adults, suggesting age-related differences in ac-
quisition strategy. Similarly, a study of motor learning of
an antiphase bilateral task with augmented visual
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feedback found that, in addition to reduced performance,
older adults also had reduced improvement rate of perfor-
mance changes [83]. At the same time, this study also
manipulated visual (with vs. without) and proprioceptive
(with vs. without vibratory stimuli of arm) sensory infor-
mation. Movement patterns were more variable during
task conditions without vision and with vibratory interference
of proprioception, with greater performance deficits of the
young adults. This indicates that motor learning may be pre-
served in older adults, though optimized differently. The
aforementioned sensory influences to motor performance sug-
gest that older adults may have adapted or compensated to
changes in sensory function, such that they rely more on
feedforward rather than feedback mechanisms [83]. While
these changes may contribute to motor learning changes, it
is also important to consider the effects of individual and
combined sensory modalities to bilateral motor performance.

To summarize, it is important to consider age-specific op-
portunities to augment motor performance through bilateral
motor learning, which is likely optimized differentially for
older compared to young adults. Different performance
changes following training suggest that there is an advantage
to utilizing implicit motor learning approaches, given that im-
plicit learning appears to be preserved with aging while ex-
plicit learning is not. Moreover, additional research is needed
to determine how to best ameliorate age-related declines in
bilateral coordination.

Conclusions

Age-related deficits observed during bilateral tasks occur
during more complex bilateral tasks when there is greater
interference and differences between movement demands
of each arm. Secondary changes that may underlie de-
clines in bilateral control with aging are also observed in
cognitive function and sensorimotor integration. Age-
related changes to cortical contributions predominantly
involve interhemispheric connections, which are impor-
tant for performing more complex bilateral tasks with
greater differences between each arm. Despite degradation
of motor processes, some aspects of motor learning are
preserved with aging, suggesting it may be possible to
mitigate these motor declines through rehabilitation.
Non-symmetric bilateral tasks have not been well charac-
terized in non-disabled young or older adults, and ad-
dressing this knowledge gap is a useful step for guiding
advancements in bilateral rehabilitation in older and neu-
rological populations [73]. Future research efforts should
be directed not only on functional bilateral movements,
but also on the age-related changes to the underlying sys-
tems contributing to these movements.
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